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Bertrands’ bilinear ane timefrequency distributions are con-
sidered from the point of view of their geometry in the time
frequency plane. General construction rules are established for
interference terms, with further interpretations in terms of local-
ization properties, generalized means and symmetries. In the case
of frequency modulated signals, it is shown how the pointwise
application of these rules can be rened by the study of a critical
manifold and stationary phase-type approximations. Theoretical
results are supported by both analytical and numerical examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a number of new classes of joint energy distri-
butions (ane class [6, 35], hyperbolic class [31], power
classes [25], warped classes [3]) have emerged, which
supplement the well-known Cohen’s class [8, 9] and oer
new timefrequency analysis tools [14, 23]. All of the dis-
tributions of these classes are bilinear in the signal and thus
create interference terms which, depending on the situa-
tion, can be considered as troublesome or as informative. A
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better knowledge of the creation of those interference terms
is therefore highly desirable, for at least three reasons:
1. (direct problem) given a known signal, it allows us to
associate to it a well-dened timefrequency signature;
2. (inverse problem) given an unknown signal, it allows
us to propose an interpretation for the structure of its com-
ponents;
3. (improved readability) understanding the way inter-
ference terms are created by a distribution is the key for
proposing accurate modications aimed at their reduction.
Thorough studies have already been devoted to the ge-
ometry of the WignerVille distribution [4, 13, 14, 16, 22,
24]. It is the purpose of this paper to provide results along
the same lines, but in the case of Bertrands’ ane distri-
butions, for which very little is known [11, 15, 30]. Note
that we will focus here on the class of ane distributions
with extended covariance properties, as it is dened in [6],
and that we will not consider other types of ane distribu-
tions such as the scalogram (squared modulus of the wavelet
transform), ane smoothed WignerVille distributions [35]
or the Cho¨-Williams distribution [23]. (Discussions about
the geometry of their interference terms can be found, e.g.,
in [26] or [28].)
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we be-
gin with the WignerVille distribution and recall the main
results that are known about its geometry, its localization
properties on linear chirps, and the construction rules of
its interference terms. Section 3 is concerned with the gen-
eral class of Bertrands’ ane timefrequency distributions.
Basics of ane distributions are recalled, with emphasis
on their localization properties on specic nonlinear curves
(namely, power-law group delays) in the timefrequency
plane. This localization is given a geometric interpretation
in terms of interference construction rules, which are ex-
pressed in closed form and whose main features are de-
tailed. In particular, it is discussed how the creation of in-
terference terms may obey a simple rule based on an idea
of generalized mean, thus generalizing the classical mid-
point constructions (arithmetic mean) encountered in the
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case of the WignerVille distribution and providing us with
some insightful understanding of notable symmetries un-
derlying these ane distributions. In the case of modulated
signals, the ne structure of interference terms is investi-
gated in further detail in Section 4. There, our approach
is based on the study of a critical manifold, whose singu-
larities and their projection onto the timefrequency plane
determine the overall structure of the distributions. Using
a terminology borrowed from catastrophe theory [33], this
leads to a classication of typical behaviors which involves
timefrequency regions, fold lines, and cusp points. Local
approximations, by means of stationary phase-type meth-
ods, are also provided, and the theoretical predictions are
compared to numerical experimentations.
2. THE WIGNER–VILLE DISTRIBUTION
AS A STARTING POINT
2.1. Definition
Let us rst recall some basic facts and results pertain-
ing to the WignerVille distribution and its geometry.2 By
denition, the WignerVille distribution of a signal x(t) is
given by
Wx(t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
x
(
t+

2
)
x
(
t− 
2
)
e−i2fd (1)
or equivalently, in the frequency domain, by
WX(t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
X
(
f +

2
)
X
(
f − 
2
)
ei2td; (2)
where X(f) stands for the Fourier transform of x(t):
2.2. Interference Terms
Because it is bilinear (to be more precise, sesquilinear),
the WignerVille distribution of the sum of two signals does
not reduce to the sum of the individual distributions. In fact,
given two signals x1(t) and x2(t); we have
Wx1+x2(t; f) =Wx1(t; f) +Wx2(t; f) + Ix1 ; x2(t; f); (3)
where Ix1 ; x2(t; f) is an extra term, also referred to as a
cross-term or interference term, given by
Ix1 ; x2(t; f) = 2 Re
{∫ 1
−1
x1
(
t+

2
)
x2
(
t− 
2
)
e−i2fd
}
:
(4)
2 Most of the results given in this Section 2 are detailed in [24] and
discussed more briefly in [14, 16, 22]. For a general presentation of the
WignerVille distribution and its properties, see, e.g. [7, 14, or 23].
It is clear that the geometry of the WignerVille distribu-
tion depends heavily on the structure of such interference
terms. Previous detailed studies [16, 22, 24] have shown that
WignerVille interference terms obey rather simple con-
struction rules, which can be derived by considering simpli-
ed signal models, based on either atoms or chirp-like
structures.
Let us rst suppose that we start with a time-frequency
atom (or logon in Gabor’s terminology [17]), i.e., a sig-
nal, such as a Gaussian, which is well localized in both time
and frequency. Denoting by x0(t) such a signal and viewing
it as a mother signal, we can then construct two chil-
dren signals by shifting x0(t) in both time and frequency
x0(t) ! fxj(t)  x0(t− tj)ei2fjt; j = 1; 2g
and consider the sum x(t)  x1(t) + x2(t): Application of
the denition (1) to this sum gives
Wx(t; f) =Wx0(t− t1; f − f1) +Wx0(t− t2; f − f2)
+ Jx1 ; x2(t− t12; f − f12); (5)
with
Jx1 ; x2(t; f) = 2Wx0(t; f) cos(2f(f1 −f2)t− (t1 − t2)fg+’12)
(6)
and
t12  t1 + t2
2
; f12  f1 + f2
2
; ’12  2(f1 − f2)t12:
The rst two terms of the right-hand side of (5) corre-
spond to the individual contributions of x1(t) and x2(t) (the
auto-terms), and their form expresses the fact that the
WignerVille distribution is covariant with respect to shifts
in time and frequency. The extra term (6) reveals the main
features attached to an interference term (see Fig. 1):
1. it is located midway between the two interfering com-
ponents;
2. it is oscillatory, with a frequency of oscillations in the
timefrequency plane which increases as interfering com-
ponents move apart;
3. it has a direction of oscillation orthogonal to the line
joining the interfering components.
2.3. Localization
Although the interference construction was derived for
only time-frequency atoms, it can formally be applied point-
wise to more general signals [4, 16, 24]. This amounts to
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FIG. 1. WignerVille distribution: interference term of two logons. The interference term is located midway between the two interfering logons
and oscillates in a direction orthogonal to the chord joining them (dashed line). For all the gures, unless otherwise specied, dimensions of the time
and frequency axes are respectively in seconds and normalized frequency units.
saying that any two points (t1; f1) and (t2; f2) located on
some components (or subparts) of a signal will interfere
and create a contribution at a third point (ti; fi) whose loca-
tion in the time-frequency plane is determined by the arith-
metic means
ti =
t1 + t2
2
(7)
and
fi =
f1 + f2
2
: (8)
This rule is particularly relevant in the case of amplitude
and frequency modulated (AM-FM) signals of the type
X(f) = AX(f)e
iX (f); (9)
with
tX(f) = − 1
2
_X(f) (10)
being the corresponding group delay (a dot above a func-
tion stands for its usual derivative). The rule outlined above
determines the region in time-frequency of all the interfer-
ence terms generated by the WignerVille distribution, a
situation referred to as inner interference in the case of
monocomponent signals3 [22]. This region results from the
interference of any two points (tX(f1); f1); (tX(f2); f2) be-
longing to the group delay, and it can be dened as the
locus of all the points (ti; fi) such that
ti =
tX(f1) + tX(f2)
2
and
fi =
f1 + f2
2
:
3 Loosely speaking, a monocomponent signal corresponds to a signal
of the form (9) and such that its timefrequency distribution occupies a
connected timefrequency domain around its modulation law (group delay
tX(f); as dened in (10), or instantaneous frequency).
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If we consider the specic quadratic phase X(f) =
−2(t0f+(=2)f2); which corresponds to the linear group
delay tX(f) = t0 + f; the above construction rules state
that all of the interference points (ti; fi) = (t0 + (f1 +
f2)=2; (f1 +f2)=2) lie exactly on the structure of the signal,
i.e., on the support of the group delay in the timefrequency
plane. This situation gives rise to a natural interpretation of
the so-called localization property of the WignerVille dis-
tribution on linear chirps, according to which
X(f) = e−i2(t0f+(=2)f
2) ) WX(t; f) = (t− tX(f)):
Geometrically, localization of the Wigner–Ville distribu-
tion on linear “chirps” can be viewed as a by-product of
interference in the sense that the locus of all the interference
points coincides exactly with the signal structure itself.
A companion interpretation of the WignerVille distribu-
tion can be given by reorganizing the terms in the arithmetic
means (7) and (8), thus leading to
(
t2
f2
)
= 2
(
ti
fi
)
−
(
t1
f1
)
: (11)
This last expression shows that signicant contributions
to the WignerVille distribution exist at any points which
are symmetric with respect to a third point which also con-
tribute signicantly to the WignerVille distribution (and
which plays therefore the role of a center of symmetry).
Hence, the localized structure of the WignerVille distribu-
tion on linear group delays (chirps), and only on them,
can be viewed as resulting from the fact that straight lines
are the only curves which are formed by all of their centers
of symmetry.
2.4. Fine Structure of Interference Terms
Construction rules based on the arithmetic mean allow us
to localize interference terms in the WignerVille distribu-
tion but, in the case of AMFM signals, more can be said
about the structure of those terms.
Given the signal model X(f) = AX(f)eiX (f) and assum-
ing that the envelope AX is slowly varying compared to the
variations of the phase X; approximations of the Wigner
Ville distribution can be obtained by invoking the princi-
ple of stationary phase [32, 33]. This principle states that,
when integrating a function that oscillates quickly, the main
contributions to the integration comes from the vicinity of
the points at which the phase derivative is zero. In order
to apply this principle to the evaluation of a WignerVille
distribution, the rst step is to rewrite (2) as
WX(t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
LX(;f)e
iΨX (;t;f)d;
with
LX(;f)  AX
(
f +

2
)
AX
(
f − 
2
)
and
ΨX(; t; f)  X
(
f +

2
)
− X
(
f − 
2
)
+ 2t: (12)
Assuming rst that the phase ΨX(; t; f) has only a -
nite number of non-degenerate stationary points fn; n =
1; : : : Ng; characterized by the two simultaneous conditions
@ΨX(n; t; f)
@
= 0 (13)
and
@2ΨX(n; t; f)
@2
= 0; (14)
we obtain the approximation
WX(t; f) 
N∑
n=1
LX(n;f)
∣∣∣∣@2ΨX(n; t; f)@2
∣∣∣∣−1=2
 eiΨX (n ;t;f)+i(=4)sign(@2ΨX (n ;t;f)=@2): (15)
From (13) and (9), the evaluation of the stationary points
n implies quite naturally that
t =
1
2
(
tX
(
f +
n
2
)
+ tX
(
f − n
2
))
; (16)
which should be compared with (7) and (8). From (16),
it appears that the stationary phase condition singles out
those points which are midpoints of a chord joining any
two points of the group delay [4], thus conrming that the
WignerVille distribution geometry is based upon the usual
arithmetic mean. In particular, for a quadratic phase, (16)
reduces to t = t0 + f; thus recovering, from a new per-
spective, the perfect localization of the WignerVille distri-
bution on linear chirps.
Moreover, it follows from the symmetric structure of (16)
that the stationary points n always occur in pairs (because,
if n is a solution of (16), then −n is a solution as well).
Hence, when only two points (tX(f1); f1) and (tX(f2); f2)
of the group delay tX(f) interfere at4 (t; f) = (
1
2
(tx(f1) +
tx(f2));
1
2
(f1 + f2)); the stationary points are determined by
the trivial solution n = (f1 − f2): Assuming arbitrarily
that f2 > f1; the stationary phase approximation of (15)
simplies to
4 For consistency with (7) and (8), cross terms location should be re-
ferred to as (ti; fi): However, we will retain instead the notation (t; f)
for a sake of simplicity, since the evaluation point is by construction a
solution of (13).
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FIG. 2. WignerVille distribution: area rule for the stationary phase
approximation. In the case of a nonlinear frequency modulation, and within
the stationary phase approximation, the local oscillations of the Wigner
Ville distribution are controlled by the (shaded) area bounded by the signal
group delay (solid line) and the chord (dashed line) joining the two inter-
fering points.
WX(t; f)  2 AX(f1)AX(f2)√ 
2
j _tX(f1) − _tX(f2)j
 cos
[
2AX(t; f) + 
4
signf _tX(f1) − _tX(f2)g
]
(17)
where
AX(t; f) =
∫ f2
f1
tX()d−
∫ f2
f1
()d
corresponds to the area bounded by the signal group de-
lay tX(f) and the straight line (f) joining (tX(f1); f1) to
(tX(f2); f2) (see Fig. 2).
Except for linear chirps, stationary points dene regions
where the WignerVille distribution has nonnegligible val-
ues. However, note that the stationary phase approxima-
tion is not valid when @2ΨX(n; t; f)=@2 = 0: This cor-
responds to when _tX(f1) = _tX(f2); i.e., to the situation for
which the slopes of the group delay at the interfering points
are the same. Second-order singularities dene, therefore, a
subset of the stationary points set, which consists of time-
frequency lines, referred to as fold lines (a term borrowed
from the terminology of catastrophe theory [33]).
This situation is rst encountered in the limit of null
length chords (n ! 0; t1 ! t2 and f1 ! f2); thus dening
the signal structure itself as a locus of second-order singu-
lar points. In this case, the stationary phase approximation
diverges and it becomes necessary to make use of rened
methods, such as uniform approximations [10], if we want
to end up with divergence-free approximations. However,
if we are mainly interested in the local behavior of WX in
the vicinity of the curve tX(f); a less involved technique
consists of expanding the frequency phase ΨX(; t; f) up to
third order with respect to : Assuming a constant ampli-
tude AX(f); we get, instead of (17), the following transi-
tional approximation
WX(t; f)  1
(f)
Ai
(
1
(f)
(tX(f) − t)
)
; (18)
with
(f) =
(
t¨X(f)
322
)1=3
and where Ai() stands for the Airy function, dened as
[33]
Ai(y) 
∫ 1
−1
ei(yu+u
3=3)du: (19)
An example illustrating this behavior is given in Fig. 3.
Besides the signal structure itself, second-order singu-
larities of ΨX may dene ghost fold lines in the time
frequency plane. Specic points on such lines can them-
selves be the locus of a third-order singularity if @3ΨX(n; t;
f)=@3 = 0: This simply corresponds to the condition t¨X(f1)
= −t¨X(f2); i.e., to the situation for which not only the
slopes of the group delay at the interfering points are the
same, but also the curvatures are equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign. Generally, such singularities can only oc-
cur at isolated points which are cusp points of a fold line; an
approximation of the distribution in the vicinity of a cusp
point can be achieved in terms of Pearcey functions [33].
Finally, higher-order singularities can be observed at
points which are the center of a perfect symmetry (or skew-
symmetry) in the plane.
This classication exhausts the typical behaviors which
can be observed in the case of the WignerVille distribution.
3. TIME–FREQUENCY LOCALIZATION
IN THE AFFINE CLASS
3.1. The Bertrands’ Affine Class
The rst step in constructing the ane class of the
Bertrands [6] is to consider quadratic timefrequency rep-
resentations ΩX(t; f) that are covariant with respect to time
shifts and dilations, i.e., for which the commutativity of the
diagram
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FIG. 3. WignerVille distribution: transitional approximation. In the case of a nonlinear frequency modulation, the WignerVille distribution
possesses inner interference terms, which develop inside the concavity of the group delay. In the vicinity of the group delay, a transitional approximation
allows us to describe these terms by an Airy function. (a) WignerVille distribution of a signal with a hyperbolic group delay. (b) Section of the Wigner
Ville distribution at frequency f: (c) Airy function, renormalized so as to correspond to the theoretical prediction of (18).
X(f) ! ΩX(t; f)
# #
a1=2X(af)e−i2t0f ! ΩX(a−1(t− t0); af)
(20)
is guaranteed for any a > 0:
This covariance requirement gives rise to a large class of
distributions, referred to as the affine class [6, 35]. Within
this class, we can cite some well-known representations,
such as the scalogram (squared modulus of a continuous
wavelet transform) and the WignerVille distribution, this
latter distribution being also frequency-shift covariant.5 Fur-
thermore, we can nd a subset of the ane class possess-
ing a three parameter extended covariance. More precisely,
it has been shown by the Bertrands [6] that the unique co-
variance properties, compatible with the ane covariance
requirement (i.e., dening a three dimensional solvable Lie
5 We must note, however, that frequency shifts may transform positive
frequencies into negative ones, thus leading one to consider the whole
real line of frequencies. In contrast, dilations force one to deal separately
with the half real lines of positive and negative frequencies. In the rest
of this paper, and unless otherwise specied, the discussion will always
be restricted to positive frequencies only (analytic signals are a particular
case for which the contributions at negative frequencies are set to zero).
algebra containing the ane algebra), are associated with
the commutativity of the diagrams
k = 0; 1 X(f) ! ΩX(t; f)
# #
e−i2LkfkX(f) ! ΩX(t− kLkfk−1; f)
k = 0 X(f) ! ΩX(t; f)
# #
e−i2(L0+ log f)X(f) ! ΩX(t− f−1; f)
k = 1 X(f) ! ΩX(t; f)
# #
e−i2f(L1+log f)X(f) ! ΩX(t− (1 + L1 + log f); f);
(21)
where Lk; L 0; L1; ; and  are real constants.
It follows that the timefrequency representations that
are covariant with respect to the three-parameter groups Gk
associated with each of the diagrams in (21) can all be la-
beled by a real-valued parameter k and take on the following
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form
Ω
(k)
X (t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
k(u)X(k(u)f)X
(k(−u)f)ei2ftk (u)du;
(22)
with 
k(u) =
(
k e
−u−1
e−ku−1
)1=(k−1)
; k = 0; 1;
0(u) =
u
1−e−u ;
1(u) = exp
(
1 + ue
−u
e−u−1
)
:
(23)
and
k(u) = k(u) − k(−u): (24)
The weight k(u) is a real-valued function xing some
properties of the associated distribution Ω(k)X (t; f): Let us
stress here two of these properties [6]:
1. Unitarity. The condition∣∣∣∣∫ 1−1 X1(f)X2 (f)df
∣∣∣∣2 = ∫ 1
0
∫ 1
−1
Ω
(k)
X1(t; f)Ω
(k)
X2 (t; f)dtdf
requires that
k(u) = 
U
k (u) 
(
k(u)k(−u)dk(u)
du
)1=2
: (25)
2. Time localization. The condition
Xt0(f) = f
−1=2e−i2t0f ) Ω(k)Xt0 (t; f) = f−1(t− t0)
requires simultaneously that
k à 0
k(u) = 
L
k (u)  (k(u)k(−u))1=2dk(u)
du
: (26)
The unique function k such that k = 
U
k = 
L
k ; i.e.,
satisfying both conditions of unitarity and time localization,
corresponds to k = 0; and results in the unitary Bertrand
distribution [5, 6]
BX(t; f)  f
∫ 1
−1
u
2 sinh(u=2)
X
(
ueu=2
2 sinh(u=2)
f
)
X
(
ue−u=2
2 sinh(u=2)
f
)
ei2ftudu; (27)
which is associated with the parameterization given by (23).
3.2. The Affine Localized Class (k à 0)
Combining the time localization property of (26) with
the covariances of (21) gives rise to distributions which
are perfectly localized on specic nonlinear timefrequency
curves. More precisely, we get for k < 0 [6]
X(f) = f−1=2e−i2t0f ! Ω(k)X (t; f) = f−1(t− t0)
# #
X(k)(f) = f−1=2e−i2(t0f+Lkfk ) ! Ω(k)
X(k)
(t; f) = f−1(t
− (t0 + kLkfk−1));
and, for k = 0;
X(f) = f−1=2e−i2t0f ! BX(t; f)
= f−1(t− t0)
# #
X(0)(f) = f−1=2e−i2(t0f+(L 0+ log f)) ! BX(0)(t; f) = f−1(t
− (t0 + f−1)):
Hence, for any power law group delay of the form (k)(f)
= t0+cfk−1; with k à 0 and (t0; c) 2 RR; the ane class
provides a corresponding localized distribution Ω(k)X (t; f):
The condition k = 
L
k guarantees that the distribution
Ω
(k)
X (t; f) behaves as a Dirac distribution along the trajec-
tory (k)(f); when it is computed on the signal
X(k)(f) = f−1=2ei
(k) (f);
with
(k)(f)  −2
∫ f
−1
(k)()d
=
{ −2(t0 + (L 0 +  logf)); k = 0
−2(t0f + Lkfk); k < 0 :
For instance, the case k = 0 leads to the unitary Bertrand
distribution (27), which localizes on hyperbolae on the time-
frequency plane, whereas the case k = −1; together with
the localization constraint, leads to the active form of the
Unterberger distribution [6]
UaX(t; f)  f
∫ 1
−1
(
1 +
1
γ2
)
X(γf)X
(
f
γ
)
ei2(γ−1=γ)tfdγ;
(28)
which localizes along squared hyperbolae (−1)(f) = t0 +
L−1f−2:
As for the WignerVille distribution, perfect localization
of this ane subclass on specic curves in the plane can be
associated with particular geometries and modied means
(in contrast with the arithmetic one, which holds for the
WignerVille distribution). The next section is devoted to
this topic.
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FIG. 4. Frequency mean. For an ane distribution indexed by k; the
location of an interference point is xed by the frequency mean (evaluated
on the interval dened by the two interfering points) of the matched
power-law group delay of degree (k−1): This corresponds to the equality
of the shaded areas.
3.3. Geometric Interpretation of Localization
Assuming that k à 0 and k = 
L
k ; let us substitute the
signal X(k)(f) = f−1=2ei(k) (f) into (22). We get
Ω
(k)
X(k)
(t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
ei[
(k) (k (u)f)−(k) (k (−u)f)]ei2ftk (u)dk(u): (29)
Given k; the matched group delay (k)(f) = −(1=
2) _(k)(f) is of the form t0 + cfk−1; and we know from
the previous section that the distribution Ω(k)
X(k)
(t; f) is such
that
Ω
(k)
X(k)
(t; f) = f−1
(
t+
1
2
_(k)(f)
)
: (30)
Therefore, identifying the result given by this last expres-
sion with the general form of (29) yields the equation
(k)(k(u)f) − (k)(k(−u)f))
k(u)f − k(−u)f =
_(k)(f): (31)
This relation merely states that a nonzero value for Ω(k)
X(k)
at a point (t = (k)(f); f) results from the interaction be-
tween any two points (t1 = (k)(f1); f1 = k(−u)f) and
(t2 = (k)(f2); f2 = k(u)f) such that the nite dierence
of the phase (k) between the interacting points equals the
phase derivative at the interference point (t; f): Making use
of the relation between (k)(f) and (k)(f); and assuming for
convenience that f2 > f1; (31) becomes
t = (k)(f) =
1
f2 − f1
∫ f2
f1
(k)()d: (32)
In words, the frequency location of the interference point
is xed by the frequency mean (evaluated on the interval de-
ned by the two interfering points) of the matched group
delay (k): The corresponding time location follows directly
from the one-to-one relation t = (k)(f) (see Fig. 4).
It thus becomes simple to explain the perfect localization
of Ω(k) on power-law group delays (k)(f) of degree (k− 1)
as a by-product of interference geometry: this directly re-
sults from the fact that any two points ((k)(k(u)f); k(u)f)
and ((k)(k(−u)f); k(−u)f) belonging to the matched
group delay (k)(f) interfere at a third point that also be-
longs to the same group delay.
This geometrical interpretation of localization general-
izes the one previously discussed in the case of the Wigner
Ville distribution and can be formulated as follows:
A distribution is perfectly localized on a given time-fre-
quency curve as long as this curve is the locus of all of its
interference points.
3.4. Construction Rule for Interference Terms
Although, in the previous derivations, we have consid-
ered only monocomponent signals dened by a continuous
power-law group delay, we can imagine that, as we did for
the WignerVille distribution, we can generalize the point-
wise application of (31) and (32). For any two points (t1; f1)
and (t2; f2); lying on an arbitrary signal structure, the con-
tinuity and the monotonic property of k ensure that there
always exist constants u and f such that
f1 = k(−u)f
f2 = k(u)f;
as well as a unique pair (t0; c) such that (k)(f) = t0 + cfk−1;
thus tting a matched group delay to the two considered
points. Then, from the pointwise application of (32) and
from the general denition (23) of k; we see that the in-
terference between (t1; f1) and (t2; f2) will be located at the
point (t = (k)(f); f = (k)(f1; f2)); with
(k)(f1; f2) 
(
1
k
fk2 − fk1
f2 − f1
)1=(k−1)
: (33)
We note that, as with the denition (23) of k; the specic
cases k = 0 and k = 1 can be obtained by continuity. How-
ever, we can also consider them separately, and, in either
case, we get the closed form expressions
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FIG. 5. Midpoint construction rule. Any two points of the time
frequency plane interfere at a third point according to (33) and (34). The
graph shows the evolution of the midpoints constructed this way when k
is varying.
(0)(f1; f2) =
f2 − f1
log(f2=f1)
;
(1)(f1; f2) = exp
[
f2(logf2 − 1) − f1(logf1 − 1)
f2 − f1
]
:
An analogous construction rule can be obtained for the
time-location of the interference point, by inverting the
equation t = (k)(f): Introducing
  t− t0 = cfk−1
yields
f =
(

c
)1=(k−1)
;
and, substituting into (33), we obtain
(

c
)1=(k−1)
=
1
k
(
2
c
)k=(k−1) − ( 1
c
)k=(k−1)
(
2
c
)1=(k−1) − ( 1
c
)1=(k−1)

1=(k−1)
;
which reduces to
1=(k−1) = (k)
(

1=(k−1)
1 ; 
1=(k−1)
2
)
; (34)
It follows from (33) and (34) that the general construc-
tion rule of interference points is governed only by the
function (k); whose behavior is plotted in Fig. 5. From the
point of view of the localized ane class, only negatives k’s
make sense, although considering (k) on its own and allow-
ing positive k’s remains interesting. In particular, it seems
quite natural to consider (k) as dening a kind of modi-
ed mean, and it is remarkable that the usual (arithmetic)
mean is precisely associated with the value k = 2; known
to be connected to the WignerVille distribution within the
ane class [6] (see also the next section). Therefore, and
before proceeding to a closer study of (k); it is instructive
to say a few words about a possible generalization of in-
terference constructions to distributions with positive k’s.
3.5. Localization Properties Extended to the Case k > 0
Perfect localization of ane distributions along nonlin-
ear curves on the timefrequency plane requires that the
time localization property of (26) be satised. Whatever
the phase spectrum (k)(f) in (29), perfect localization (in
the sense of having a distribution with a Dirac-type behav-
ior) is only achievable if the integration bounds are innite.
This means that the function u , k(u) must be in a one-
to-one correspondence from R to R and this is true only for
k à 0 [6].
If we now consider k to be positive, the function
k(u) = 2
(
k
sinh(u=2)
sinh(ku=2)
)1=(k−1)
sinh
u
2
;
remains continuous and monotonous, but maps R to the
interval [−k1=(k−1); k1=(k−1)]: Therefore, this induces nite in-
tegration bounds in (29), which prevent the corresponding
integral from behaving as a Dirac distribution. This limita-
tion of the integration domain plays the role of an implied
weighting function applied to the variable k(u): This re-
sults, in the timefrequency domain, in a convolution which
spreads the signature of the distribution around the theoret-
ical curve of the group delay.
For instance, the value k = 2 yields the function
2(u) =
2
e−u + 1
=
eu=2
cosh(u=2)
= tanh
u
2
+ 1;
and the dierence
2(u) = 4
sinh2(u=2)
sinh u
= 2 tanh
u
2
;
that is a one-to-one correspondence from R to the inter-
val [−2; 2]: The corresponding timefrequency distribution
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takes on the form
Ω
(2)
X (t; k) = f
∫ 1
−1
2(u)X
(
f
(
1 + tanh
u
2
))
X
(
f
(
1 − tanh u
2
))
ei4tf tanh u=2du:
This expression can be simplied to
Ω
(2)
X (t; f) =
∫ 2f
−2f
2(u)X
(
f +

2
)
X
(
f − 
2
)
ei2t(fJ)d;
by introducing the change of variable  = 2f tanh(u=2);
whose Jacobian J is such that
(fJ)−1 =
d
du
=
4f2 − 2
4f2
= 1 − tanh2 u
2
=
[(
1 + tanh
u
2
)(
1 − tanh u
2
)]1=2

(
1 − tanh2 u
2
)1=2
= (2(u)2(−u))1=2
(
d
du
tanh
u
2
)1=2
=
(
2(u)2(−u)d2(u)
du
)1=2
:
Therefore, from the unitarity condition (25), we have that
(fJ)−1 = U2 ; and, forcing 2 = U2 ; the resulting distribution
can be written as
Ω
(2)
X (t; f) =
1
4
∫ 1
−1
Xa
(
f +

2
)
Xa
(
f − 
2
)
ei2td; (35)
where Xa(f) stands explicitly for the analytic signal asso-
ciated to X(f) (i.e., the signal such that Xa(f) = 2X(f) for
f Æ 0 and Xa(f)  0 for f < 0): We recognize in the above
expression the denition of the WignerVille distribution,
restricted to analytic signals. It is clear that this version of
the WignerVille distribution does not possess the strict lo-
calization property, since the WignerVille distribution has
been shown to be Dirac with respect to chirps, whose fre-
quency modulation extends along the entire real line. More-
over, the weight 2 has been chosen so as to coincide with
U2 (unitarity) and not with L2 (localization). Thereby, as for
the usual form (2) of the WignerVille distribution, Ω2(t; f)
is a unitary timefrequency representation, but it cannot be
expected to be perfectly localized on its specic group de-
lay (2)(f) = t0 + cf for f Æ 0:
However, if we formally apply the pointwise construction
rules of interferences given in (33) and (34), we get for
k = 2
f =
f1 + f2
2
 =
1 + 2
2
, t = t1 + t2
2
;
which are the classical arithmetic means associated with the
usual WignerVille distribution. We can therefore expect
that, apart from the spreading eect mentioned previously,
distributions Ω(k) will still exhibit an approximate localiza-
tion on their matched group delay in the case of positive
k’s. This claim will be supported by numerical experiments
in the next section and by stationary phase arguments in
Section 4. Before proceeding with these points, we will
rst investigate further the properties of the function (k)
controlling the interference geometry.
3.6. Generalized Means
Within the ane localized class, we have shown that in-
terference geometry is governed by the function (k); de-
ned as
(k)(!1; !2) =
(
1
k
!k2 − !k1
!2 − !1
)1=(k−1)
: (36)
This function generalizes the notion of midpoint asso-
ciated to the case k = 2 (arithmetic mean, WignerVille
distribution) and denes modied geometries. It is there-
fore tempting to consider (k) as dening a generalized
mean which would allow oneas in (11)to characterize
all these modied geometries in terms of generalized sym-
metries. To make this point more precise, let us recall the
denition of a generalized mean introduced by Kolmogorov
[27] and Nagumo [29], as revisited by Aczel [1] (see also
[21]). By denition, a two-dimensional function M denes
a generalized mean if there exists a one-dimensional, con-
tinuous and monotonic increasing function g such that
M(!1; !2) = g
−1
(
g(!1) + g(!2)
2
)
: (37)
Given this denition, we can establish the following re-
sult:
The midpoint geometric rule (36) corresponds to a gen-
eralized mean for only three values of the parameter k: k =
−1 (geometric mean), k = 1
2
(square root mean) and k = 2
(arithmetic mean).
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The proof of this claim is given in Appendix A. The two
cases k = −1 and k = 2 have already been noted to corre-
spond respectively to the active Unterberger distribution
and to the WignerVille distribution. The timefrequency
representation corresponding to the value k = 1
2
is the so-
called D-distribution [14], and is associated with the func-
tion
1=2(u) =
(
2
e−u=2 + 1
)2
=
(
1 + tanh
u
4
)2
:
In this function, the change of variable γ = 4 tanh(u=4)
yields
1=2(u) = γ;
and
du =
(
1 −
(
γ
4
)2)−1
dγ:
Thus, setting
1=2(u) = 1=2(u)1=2(−u);
the D-distribution can be equivalently written as
DX(t; f) = f
∫ 4
−4
(
1 −
(
γ
4
)2)
X
(
f
(
1 +
γ
4
)2)
X
(
f
(
1 − γ
4
)2)
ei2ftγdγ: (38)
It is interesting to note that the integration bounds,
given by [−k1=(k−1); k1=(k−1)] with k = 1
2
; prohibit a per-
fect localization of the D-distribution along the theoretical
group delay (1=2)(f) = t0 + cf−1=2: Similar to the case of
k = 2; it is better to speak of an approximate localization
around (k):
The knowledge of the values of k for which (36) denes
a generalized mean allows us to identify their exact type
(this is detailed in Appendix A):
 k = 2 (arithmetic mean)
(2)(!1; !2) =
!1 + !2
2
:
 k = −1 (geometric mean)
(−1)(!1; !2) = e(1=2)(log!1+log!2) =
p
!1!2:
 k = 1
2
(square root mean)
(1=2)(!1; !2) =
(p
!1 +
p
!2
2
)2
:
Let us point out that, although the condition (37), which
denes an exact generalized mean, is only satised for
k = −1; k = 1
2
and k = 2; other values of k give rise to mid-
points which are not that far from an exact Kolmogorov
Nagumo mean. One can be convinced of the accuracy of
this approximation by evaluating the criterion derived by
Aczel in [1], and which states that a function M(!1; !2) de-
nes a KolmogorovNagumo mean if and only if it satises
the property of bisymmetry
M(M(!1; !2);M(!3; !4)) =M(M(!1; !3);M(!2; !4)):
Figure 6 displays the behavior of the ratio
!1 ;!2 ;!3 ;!4(k) =
(k)((k)(!1; !2);(k)(!3; !4))
(k)((k)(!1; !3);(k)(!2; !4))
;
and illustrates its weak deviation from unity for a wide
range of values of the parameters, and especially when
−1 à k à 2: This behavior is consistent with the approxi-
mation discussed in [18], and according to which (36) sat-
ises
(k)(!1; !2)  ~g−1k
(
~gk(!1) + ~gk(!2)
2
)
with
~gk(!) = !
(k+1)=3:
3.7. An Illustration
The localization properties, which have been discussed so
far from a theoretical perspective, are illustrated in Fig. 7.
The example consists of three (time-limited) signals with
a power-law group delay, the degree of which is xed to
−2;−1 and − 1
2
: These three signals, whose group delays
can be viewed as matched group delays (k)(f); associated
respectively with k(sig.) = −1; k(sig.) = 0 and k(sig.) =
1
2
; are each analyzed by means of the three corresponding
distributions, i.e., the Unterberger distribution (k(dis.) =
−1); the unitary Bertrand distribution (k(dis.) = 0) and the
D-distribution k(dis.) = 1
2
):
The numerical computations are in good agreement with
the theoretical predictions. As expected, localization (up to
a spreading due to time limitation) is achieved in the sub-
gures along the main diagonal, i.e., when the index of
the analysis is matched to the index of the group delay.
O-diagonal plots reveal a further spreading of interfer-
ence terms and, as predicted by the construction rule, this
spreading develops on one side only of the signal group de-
lay, depending on the sign of k = k(sig.) − k(dis.) : when
k < 0 (k > 0); the interference terms occur on the convex
(concave) side of the signal group delay.
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FIG. 6. Midpoints and generalized means. Not all the midpoints of Fig. 5 can be dened as generalized means. This is true only for k = −1; k = 12
and k = 2: The graph illustrates this theoretical result by plotting the Aczel’s test of bisymmetry !1 ;!2 ;!3 ;!4 (k) (see text) for a wide range of the
parameters (100 trials with random values of !1; !2; !3 and !4; uniformly distributed on the interval [0.1, 30]). The bottom diagram is an enlargement
of the box in the top diagram.
Construction rules, as they are applied in Fig. 7, can
only provide information about the location of interference
terms, but not about their structure. The next section is de-
voted to this topic, in order to rene the theoretical predic-
tions and, e.g., to explain the fringes observed in Fig. 7b.
4. INTERFERENCE TERMS AND FINE
STRUCTURE OF AFFINE DISTRIBUTIONS
In the case of frequency modulated signals of the form
(9), a more complete study of the local behavior of ane
distributions can be undertaken using stationary phase-type
approximations. This section is devoted to this study and
will provide results generalizing those summarized in Sec-
tion 2.4 (WignerVille case). To complement the results we
will give a specic, analytically tractable example, which
will be used throughout this section. It consists of a two-
chirp model (see Fig. 8), the group delay of which is given
by
tX(f) =
∣∣∣∣f − f0
∣∣∣∣U(f0 − f)sign(t) =
{
t1(f); tX(f) à 0
t2(f); tX(f) Æ 0;
(39)
where U is the unit step function and sign is the signum
function.
Analytic calculations corresponding to this signal and its
analysis by means of the Unterberger distribution (k = −1)
are detailed in Appendix B.
4.1. Critical Manifold
As for the WignerVille distribution (see Section 2.4),
the key idea, for using stationary phase-type approxima-
tion, is, given the model (9), to rewrite any localized ane
distribution (22) as an oscillatory integral:
Ω
(k)
X (t; f) =
∫ 1
−1
L
(k)
X (u;f)eiΨ
(k)
X (u;t;f)dk(u); (40)
with
L
(k)
X (u;f)  f(k(u)k(−u))1=2AX(k(u)f)AX(k(−u)f);
(41)
Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)  X(k(u)f) − X(k(−u)f) + 2tfk(u): (42)
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FIG. 7. Ane distributions: localization and interference. Power-law group delays of degree (k− 1) are matched to ane distributions indexed
by k: When the index k(sig.) of the signal group delay is dierent from the index k(dis.) of the distribution, spurious inner interference terms appear.
The graphs illustrate this result with 3 signals with dierent group delays analyzed by the 3 corresponding distributions. (a) Predictions for the locus
of interference, from a pointwise application of the rules of Fig. 5. (b) Numerical computations of the distributions.
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FIG. 8. The two chirp signal model.
As a consequence, and assuming as previously that the
envelope AX is slowly varying compared to the variations
of the phase X; it can be justied (see, e.g., [33]) that the
qualitative behavior of (40) entirely depends on the singu-
larities (i.e., vanishing derivatives) of the critical manifold
C; dened as
C =
{
(u; t; f)
∣∣∣∣∣@Ψ
(k)
X (u)
@u
= 0
}
: (43)
4.2. Stationary Phase Regions
Locus. Generically, the critical manifold (43) denes
timefrequency regions associated with u’s that are station-
ary points of the oscillatory integral (40), and on which the
value of the distribution is nonnegligible. Making use of
both (42) and (43), the stationary phase condition reads
t =
_k(u)tX(k(u)f) + _k(−u)tX(k(−u)f)
_k(u) + _k(−u) : (44)
We claim that the timefrequency points which satisfy
this condition can be exactly identied with the interference
points obtained by a pointwise application of the construc-
tion rule determined previously. In other words,
The projection of the critical manifold onto the time-
frequency plane corresponds to the locus of the interference
terms.
In order to prove this claim, consider the matched
group delay (k)(f) = t0+cfk−1 passing through the interfer-
ing points (tX(k(u)f); k(u)f) and (tX(k(−u)f); k(−u)f):
From (44), we get
t=
_k(u)(t0 + c
k−1
k (u)fk−1) + _k(−u)(t0 + ck−1k (−u)fk−1)
_k(u) + tk(−u)
= t0 + cf
k−1 _k(u)
k−1
k (u) + _k(−u)k−1k (−u)
_k(u) + _k(−u)
= t0 + cf
k−1 1
k
(d=du)(kk(u) − kk(−u))
(d=du)(k(u) − k(−u)) :
Recalling that [6]
k(−u) = e−uk(u); (45)
we then have
kk(u) − kk(−u) = k(u)k−1k (u) − e−ue−(k−1)uk(u)k−1k (u)
= k(u)
k−1
k (u)(1 − e−ku)
= k(u)
(
k
e−u − 1
e−ku − 1
)
(1 − e−ku)
= kk(u)(1 − e−u)
= k(k(u) − k(−u)):
This implies that
(d=du)(kk(u) − kk(−u))
(d=du)(k(u) − k(−u)) = k;
and thus
t = t0 + cf
k−1 = (k)(f):
This is clearly consistent with the geometric interpreta-
tion of interference terms according to which interfering
and interference points of a localized distribution Ω(k)
X(k)
all
belong to the same specic group delay (k)(f):
Approximation. Given a nite number of stationary points
fun; n = 1   Ng; and provided that the non-degeneracy con-
dition
@2Ψ
(k)
X (un; t; f)
@u2
= 0 (46)
is satised, the distribution Ω(k)X can be given the following
stationary phase approximation
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FIG. 9. Ane distributions: area rule for the stationary phase approx-
imation. In the case of a nonlinear frequency modulation, and within the
stationary phase approximation, the local oscillations of an ane distribu-
tion indexed by k are controlled by the area bounded by the signal group
delay (solid line) and the matched power-law group delay of degree
(k− 1) (dashed line) joining the two interfering points.
Ω
(k)
X (t; f) 
N∑
n=1
L
(k)
X (un;f)
∣∣∣∣∣@2Ψ
(k)
X (un; t; f)
@u2
∣∣∣∣∣
−1=2
 eiΨ(k)X (un ;t;f)+i(=4)sign(@2Ψ(k)X (un ;t;f)=@u2): (47)
It is easy to check from (44) that stationary points always
occur in pairs. More precisely, if we consider two interfer-
ing points (t1; f1) and (t2; f2) which both belong to tX(f);
we have
f1 = k(−u)f
f2 = k(u)f:
This corresponds to two distinct solutions for (44) and,
hence, to two stationary points. Making use of (45), these
stationary points are explicitly given by u1 = u0; u2 = −u0;
with
u0 = log
f2
f1
:
In the case of a single contribution at a given point (t; f)
(and assuming that f2 > f1); it then follows that the sum
(47) reduces to
Ω
(k)
X (t; f)  2L(k)X (u0;f)
∣∣∣∣∣@2Ψ
(k)
X (u0; t; f)
@u2
∣∣∣∣∣
−1=2
 cos
(
2A(k)X (t; f) + 
4
sign
@2Ψ
(k)
X (u0; t; f)
@u2
)
; (48)
with
A(k)X (t; f) =
∫ f2
f1
tX()d− t(f2 − f1)
=
∫ f2
f1
tX()d−
∫ f2
f1
(k)()d: (49)
Oscillations. The above quantity A(k)X (t; f) is nothing but
the area limited by the signal group delay tX(f) and the
matched group delay (k)(f); both passing through the two
interfering points (t1; f1) and (t2; f2) (see Fig. 9). Clearly,
(48) reveals an oscillatory structure which generalizes the
WignerVille case (17), for which the group delay was sim-
ply a linear law (see Fig. 2).
A simple method to quantify further the ne structure of
the oscillations in a neighborhood of an interference point
(t; f) studies A(k)X (t+ t; f+ f) as a function of t and f
(both supposed to be small). A rst order expansion of the
phase (at the vicinity of a stationary point u0) leads to
2A(k)X (t+ t; f + f) = X((f + f)k(u0))
−X((f + f)k(−u0)) + 2k(u0)(f + f)(t+ t)
 X(k(u0)f) + fk(u0) _X(k(u0)f)
−X(k(−u0)f) − fk(−u0) _X(k(−u0)f)
+ 2k(u0)[ft+ ft+ tf + tf]:
Neglecting the second order term tf in the bracket, we
get
A(k)X (t+ t; f + f)  A(k)X (t; f) + A(k)X (t; f);
with
A(k)X (t; f) = t(f2 − f1)
+
1
f
[f2(t− t2) − f1(t− t1)]f: (50)
Taking into account that the three points (t; f); (t1; f1) and
(t2; f2) are on the same power-law group delay (k) of degree
(k− 1) and that f = (k)(f2; f1) (cf. (33)), we get
A(kX(t; f)
= t(f2 − f1) + 1
f
[f2(cf
k−1 − cfk−12 )
− f1(cfk−1 − cfk−11 )]f
= t(f2 − f1) + c
f
[fk−1(f2 − f1) − (fk2 − fk1 )]f
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FIG. 10. Bertrand distribution: interference term of two logons. The interference term is located as explained in Fig. 5 and oscillates in a direction
orthogonal to the matched group delay joining the two interfering components (dashed curve).
= t(f2 − f1) + c
f
(f2 − f1)
[
fk−1 − k
(
1
k
fk2 − fk1
f2 − f1
)]
f
= (f2 − f1)[t− c(k− 1)fk−2f]
= (f2 − f1)(t− _(k)(f)f):
This result reveals some interesting features of the local
oscillations of ane distributions (see Fig. 10).
1. Frequency of oscillations. As for the WignerVille dis-
tribution (see (6)), interference terms of ane distributions
oscillate locally at a frequency which increases as the fre-
quency distance (f2 − f1) between the interfering terms is
increased. Moreover, the frequency of the oscillations is
also increased as the local slope _(k)(f) is increased. This
contrasts with the case of the WignerVille distribution, for
which (2)(f) is linear and so _(2)(f) is constant.
2. Direction of oscillations. Isocontours of Ω(k)X (t+t; f+
f) are determined by the equiphase relation
A(k)X (t; f) = C;
where C is some constant. Again, assuming that t and f
are both small, this is equivalent to the equation
t = C+ _(k)(f)f;
which denes a set of timefrequency lines which are all
parallel to the direction given by the local slope _(k)(f):
Therefore, interference terms at a point (t; f) oscillate in a
direction locally orthogonal to the specic power-law group
delay (k) attached to the corresponding interfering points.
Again, this generalizes in a natural way the WignerVille
case.
4.3. Fold Lines
It is clear from (48) that the stationary phase approxima-
tion breaks down when the second derivative of the phase
Ψ
(k)
X vanishes. We will now consider this situation, i.e., we
consider stationary points for which we have simultane-
ously
@Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u
=
@2Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u2
= 0
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FIG. 11. Unterberger distribution of the two chirp signal: critical man-
ifold. It consists of 3 dierent parts, associated respectively with auto-
terms (left and right parts) and cross-terms (middle part). The projection
of the critical manifold onto the timefrequency plane (u = 0) denes sta-
tionary phase regions, with singularities in the case of vertical tangents.
and
@3Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u3
= 0:
These points lie beneath the critical manifold C and, more
precisely, they correspond to the locus of coalescence of
two stationary points (i.e., to the vertical tangents of C along
the u-axis). In the time-frequency plane, these points single
out curves within the stationary phase domain, above which
the critical manifold is folded.
Locus. Evaluating the second derivative of Ψ(k)X (u; t; f)
and equating the result to zero yields
t =
¨k(u)tX(k(u)f) − ¨k(−u)tX(k(−u)f)
+f( _2k(u)_tX(k(u)f) − _2k(−u)_tX(k(−u)f))
¨k(u) − ¨k(−u) :
Because the u’s we are interested in are also stationary
points, (44) must apply here as well. Therefore, equating
both expressions for t leads to
(tX(f1) − tX(f2)) ¨k(u)
_k(−u) + ¨k(−u) _k(u)
_k(u) + _k(−u)
= f( _2k(u)_tX(f2) − _2k(−u)_tX(f1));
where, as previously, we have posed for convenience f1 =
k(−u)f and f2 = k(u)f:
From the geometric construction rule of interference
terms, we know that there exists a power-law group delay
(k); of degree (k− 1); such that
tX(f1) = 
(k)(f1) = t0 + cf
k−1
1 = t0 + c
k−1
k (−u)fk−1
tX(f2) = 
(k)(f2) = t0 + cf
k−1
2 = t0 + c
k−1
k (u)fk−1
and
_(k)(f1) = c(k− 1)k−2k (−u)fk−2
_(k)(f2) = c(k− 1)k−2k (u)fk−2:
This allows us to write
tX(f1) − tX(f2) = 1
k− 1f(k(−u)
_(k)(f1) − k(u) _(k)(f2)):
Finally, the rst order singularity of the critical mani-
fold denes fold lines, which are given by the set of time
frequency points (t; f) such that
_2k(u)_tX(f2) − k(u)k(u) _(k)(f2)
= _2k(−u)_tX(f1) − k(−u)k(−u) _(k)(f1); (51)
with
k(u) =
1
1 − k
¨k(u) _k(−u) + ¨k(−u) _k(u)
_k(u) + _k(−u) :
This characterization is somewhat dicult to interpret,
since it involves nontrivial weighted dierences between
the slope of the signal group delay tX and the slope of
the specic power-law group delay (k) attached to the con-
sidered distribution. Nevertheless, (51) can be viewed as
generalizing the way fold lines are created in the Wigner
Ville distribution. In this latter case, we have k = 2 and
2(u) = 1 + tanh u=2; which results in 2(u) = 0; thus re-
ducing condition (51) to the well-known simpler condition
of parallelism [16, 24]
_tX(f2) = _tX(f1):
More generally, note that, for any k; (51) always admits
the trivial solution u = 0; for which f1 = f2: As for the
WignerVille distribution, this situation corresponds to the
limit of a null length chord between the two interfering
points, thus making of the signal group delay tX(f) itself a
fold line. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 11, which shows
that the individual group delays of the two-chirp model are
indeed associated with vertical tangents of the critical man-
ifold. The signal structure appears therefore as the locus of
coalescence of two interfering points, one above and one
below the u = 0 plane, i.e., the timefrequency plane. (Let
us recall that, due to the divergence of the stationary phase
approximation, the distribution is expected to exhibit large
amplitudes at these points.)
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FIG. 12. Unterberger distribution of the two chirp signal: interference regions and fold lines. (a) Locus of interference points, resulting from the
pointwise application of the construction rule of Fig. 5, with k = −1: (b) Ghost fold line as derived from the general construction rule (51) with
k = −1 (crosses) and from the theoretical cuspoid (52) (line).
However, within the chosen model, it is clear from Fig. 11
that the signal structure is not the unique locus of coales-
cence for stationary points. For instance, between the two
individual group delays, the critical manifold is twisted,
with the consequence that there exist vertical tangents
whose projections onto the time-frequency plane dene fold
lines which are distinct from those associated with the sig-
nal structure. These ghost fold lines arise from non-trivial
solutions of (51) and can be predicted numerically (see
Fig. 12). As shown in Appendix B, they can also be pre-
dicted analytically when analyzing the two-chirp signal with
the active Unterberger distribution. The result is a cuspoïd,
whose equation is given by
f =
1
2
(f
2=3
0 − (t)2=3)3=2: (52)
Figure 12 displays this theoretical prediction, together
with points singled out by applying the general rule (51).
It displays also the locus of interference points, as they re-
sult from a pointwise application of the geometric construc-
tion rule. Actually, this interference layer corresponds to the
projection of the critical manifold onto the timefrequency
plane, and the fold lines are the projected images of the
folding of this manifold (i.e., of the vertical tangents of C):
The numerical computation of the Unterberger distribu-
tion for the two-chirp signal is given in Fig. 13. It shows
an excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions con-
cerning the loci of singularities. It also reveals a ne struc-
ture for the interference terms, which will be explained fur-
ther in the following.
Approximation. As for the WignerVille case, the station-
ary phase approximation (47) breaks down beneath the sin-
gularities of C: This drawback can be overcome by using
a uniform approximation (see, e.g. [10]), but we will not
follow this general approach here. We will rather restrict
ourselves to establishing a transitional approximation, in
the neighborhood of an arbitrary group delay tX(f); thus
generalizing (18) to arbitrary k’s.
As mentioned previously, fold lines result form two co-
alescing stationary points (u0 ! 0) or, equivalently, from
the interference between two neighboring timefrequency
points that both belong to the signal structure (tX(f1) !
tX(f2)): Since the interference construction is governed by
the group delay (k)(f) = t0 + cfk−1 passing through the
two interfering points, this specic group delay becomes,
in the limit, tangent to the signal group delay tX(f) at the
interference point denoted by6 ((k)(f0); f0):
In order to establish a transitional approximation (i.e., to
characterize a local behavior in the vicinity of the signal
structure), we can therefore approximate the signal group
delay by a power-law group delay that locally has an iden-
tical slope but a dierent curvature. Introducing the dif-
ference  existing between (k) and tX in the vicinity of a
given frequency f0; we are led to the following system of
equations
tX(f) = 
(k)(f) + (f)
_tX(f) = _
(k)(f) + _(f)
t¨X(f) = ¨
(k)(f) + ¨(f);
with the initial conditions
tX(f0) = 
(k)(f0); (f0) = 0
_tX(f0) = _
(k)(f0); _(f0) = 0
t¨X(f0) = ¨
(k)(f0) + ; ¨(f0) = ;  2 R:
6 This requires that the signal group delay is continuous and dieren-
tiable, which is assumed here.
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FIG. 13. Unterberger distribution of two chirp signal: numerical computation. Only the positive values of the distribution are plotted using a
logarithmic dynamic scale.
The solution reads
(f) =

2
(f − f0)2
and the companion approximation for the frequency phase
of the signal is simply
X(f) = −2
(
t0f +
c
k
fk
)
− 2
6
(f − f0)3:
As a consequence,
Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f) = X(k(u)f) − X(k(−u)f) + 2tfk(u)
= −2
(
t0k(u)f +
c
k
kk(u)fk
)
− 2
6
(k(u)f
−f0)3 + 2
(
t0k(−u)f + c
k
kk(−u)fk
)
+2

6
(k(−u)f − f0)3 + 2tfk(u)
= −2fk(u)(t0 − t+ cfk−1)
− 2
6
[(k(u)f − f0)3 − (k(−u)f − f0)3]︸ ︷︷ ︸
H(u;f; f0)
:
Expanding H(u;f; f0) and reorganizing the dierent
terms in order to factor k(u); we get
H(u;f; f0)
= f3(3k(u) − 3k(−u)) − 3f2f0(2k(u) − 2k(−u))
+ 3ff20k(u)
= fk(u)[f
2(2k(u) + 
2
k(−u) + k(u)k(−u))
− 3ff0(k(u) + k(−u)) + 3f30]
= fk(u)[f
22k(u) + 3(f2k(u)k(−u) − ff0(k(u)
+ k(−u)) + f20)]
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= f33k(u)
[
1 + 3
(fk(u) − f0)(fk(−u) − f0)
f22k(u)
]
:
Since we are interested in the behavior of Ψ(k)X (u; t; f) when
u tends toward zero and f tends toward f0; we can expand
to rst order the term of H into brackets in the vicinity of
u = 0; which leads to
[  ]f=f0 
u!0 1 + 3
(k(0) + u _k(0) − 1)(k(0) − u _k(0) − 1)
(k(0) + u _k(0) − k(0) + u _k(0))2
= 1 + 3
−u2 _2k(0)
4u2 _2k(0)
=
1
4
:
Therefore, Ψ(k)X (u; t; f) can be rewritten, in the vicinity of
tX(f); as
Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)  −2(tX(f) − t)fk(u) − 2 
24
(fk(u))
3
= −(tX(f) − t)
(
322
t¨X(f) − ¨(k)(f)
)1=3
w− 1
3
w3;
where we have used the changes of variables fk(u) =
w(4=)1=3 and  = t¨X(f) − ¨(k)(f):
Finally, the behavior of the distribution Ω(k)X can be mod-
elled, in the neighborhood of an arbitrary signal group delay
tX; by the following form
Ω
(k)
X (t; f)  1
2f
1
"(k)(f)
Ai
(
1
(k)(f)
(tX(f) − t)
)
; (53)
with
"(k)(f) =
(
t¨X(f) − ¨(k)(f)
322
)1=3
; (54)
and where Ai stands for the Airy function (19).
This result brings to several interesting features:
1. The location and the structure of the oscillations are
essentially controlled by a dierence between group delay
curvatures. This means in particular that the oscillations
take place inside the concavity of the group delay when
t¨X(f) − ¨(k)(f) Æ 0 and outside for the opposite case, thus
justifying the behaviors reported in Fig. 7.
2. Since the argument of the Airy function is dependent
on the dierence of curvatures, the same oscillating struc-
ture can arise (up to a sign) from dierent situations. For
instance, analogous interference terms will be generated by
either a unitary Bertrand distribution (k = 0) calculated on
a linear chirp, or a WignerVille distribution (k = 2) ap-
plied to a hyperbolic frequency modulation. The same kind
of behavior is qualitatively observed in Fig. 7.
3. If we formally consider the case of the WignerVille
distribution (k = 2); the specic group delay (2)(f) is a
straight line and, hence, ¨(2)(f) = 0; which is clearly in
agreement with the result of (18).
4. If we consider the two-chirp model (39), we have
t¨1(f) = 0 (where t1(f) stands for the group delay of the up-
going chirp) and, together with the condition _t1(f) = 1=;
it is easy to show that ¨(−1)(f) = 3=f; thus recovering ex-
actly for (−1)(f) the result (71) given in Appendix B. The
Airy fringes are clearly visible in the Unterberger distribu-
tion plotted in Fig. 13 and detailed in Fig. 14.
5. In the limiting case of a perfect match between the
signal and the distribution, we get (k)(f) = 0 and, hence,
we recover the localization property of (30) because of the
identity
lim
!0
1

Ai
(
t

)
= 2(t):
4.4. Cusp Points
Fold lines are formed by a one-dimensional subset of the
timefrequency plane that lies beneath the critical manifold
and that corresponds to the coalescence of two stationary
points, i.e., to the vanishing of the rst and second deriva-
tives of the phase. A further vanishing of the third derivative
will now single out isolated points belonging to fold lines.
These points are referred to as cusp points [33], and dened
by the three simultaneous conditions
@Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u
=
@2Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u2
=
@3Ψ
(k)
X (u; t; f)
@u3
= 0: (55)
Locus. The explicit evaluation of the requirement (55)
is tedious but straightforward. Since it leads to extremely
cumbersome equations which are hardly interpretable, our
analysis will not be reproduced here in its most general
form. Rather, we will focus on the specic two-chirp ex-
ample.
In the previous section, we identied (for this example,
and in the case of the Unterberger distribution) the existence
of a ghost fold line, and it is clear from Figs. 12 and 13
that this extra line exhibits a singularity, in the form of a
cusp point. Considering the corresponding critical manifold,
it turns out that the locus of this singularity coincides with
the projection, onto the timefrequency plane, of the point
where two pairs of stationary points coalesce.
This claim can be made explicit by focusing on the case
k = −1 and overconstraining the conditions of existence
of the extra fold line (i.e., (72) and (73)) by imposing the
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FIG. 14. Unterberger distribution of two chirp signal: transitional approximation. In the vicinity of the group delay, a transitional approximation
allows us to describe the interference terms by an Airy function. Therefore, only one half of the two chirp signal described in Fig. 8, is sucient to
characterize the ne structure of interference at its vicinity. (a) Unterberger distribution of the second half (down-going chirp) of the two chirp signal.
(b) Section of the Unterberger distribution at frequency f: (c) Airy function, renormalized so as to correspond to the theoretical prediction of (71).
third derivative of Ψ(−1)12 (u; t; f) to be zero as well. The cor-
responding system of equations reads
f sinh u = f0 sinh
u
2
+ t cosh
u
2
2f cosh u = f0 cosh
u
2
+ t sinh
u
2
4f sinh u = f0 sinh
u
2
+ t cosh
u
2
:
One can easily check that assuming u = 0 yields no
solution, whereas the trivial solution u = 0 leads to the
unique cusp point dened as
(t(−1)c ; f(−1)c ) =
(
0;
f0
2
)
:
Figures 12 and 13 show the excellent agreement between
this theoretical result and the actual position of the apex of
the cuspoid.
This result can be extended to the more general case of
an arbitrary k: The general system one has to solve takes
the form
f[ _k(u)k(u) − _k(−u)k(−u)]
= f0[ _k(u) − _k(−u)] + t[ _k(u) + _k(−u)]
f[¨k(u)k(u) + _
2
k(u) + ¨k(−u)k(−u) + _2k(−u)
= f0[¨k(u) + ¨k(−u)] + t[¨k(u) − ¨k(−u)]
f[(d3k(u)=du
3)k(u) + 3¨k(u) _k(u)
− 3¨k(−u) _k(−u) − (d3k(−u)=du3)k(−u)]
= f0[d
3k(u)=du
3 − d3k(−u)=du3]
+t[d3k(u)=du
3 + d3k(−u)=du3]:
and always admits the trivial solution7
u = 0 ) t(k)c = 0;
so that the frequency position of the cusp point can be de-
rived from the second equation, leading to
f(k)c =
(
1 +
_2k(0)
¨k(0)
)−1
f0:
7 In contrast with the special case k = −1; the unicity of this solution
has not been proved explicitly. Nevertheless, experiments indicate that the
unique singularity of the cuspo¨d systematically occurs for u = 0 and is
located at t = 0:
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A straightforward calculation shows that
_2k(0)
¨k(0)
=
3
2 − k ;
from which we deduce that the frequency location of the
cusp point (the apex of the ghost fold line) is given by
the general expression
f(k)c =
2 − k
5 − kf0: (56)
Naturally, this form simply reduces to f = f0=2 when
the particular value k = −1 of the example is considered.
Approximation. The conditions under which the station-
ary phase approximation breaks down beneath the rst or-
der singularities of C remain eective at cusp points. More-
over, in this case, they extend to second-order singularities
and it is the Airy approximation itself which is no longer
valid. Uniform approximation theory [10, 33] tells us that,
in the vicinity of cusp points, the Airy function describ-
ing the oscillatory structure of Ω(k)X has to be replaced by a
Pearcey function, dened by the cusp canonical integral
Pe(; ) =
∫ 1
−1
ei(u
4=4+(u2=2)+u)du: (57)
It is shown in Appendix B how a transitional approximation
brings out such a Pearcey structure by reducing (57) to a
canonical integral [33]. The result is that, in the neigh-
borhood of the cusp point (t(−1)c = 0; f(−1)c = f0=2); the Un-
terberger distribution can be approximated by
Ω
(−1)
X (t; f)  
(−1)(f)
f
Re
{
ei(2=)(f−f0)
2
 Pe
(
[(−1)(f)]2
2f
(
f − f0
2
)
; (−1)(f)t
)}
; (58)
with
(−1)(f)  2
(
83f3
f0
)1=4
: (59)
We can verify the consistency of this approximation by
comparing the canonical Pearcey cuspo¨d (or caustic),
dened by [10]
43 = 272; (60)
with the local structure of the ghost fold line (52) in the
vicinity of its apex. In the case of (58), the canonical cuspo¨d
(60) becomes
f =
f0
2
1 − 3
2
(
t
f0
)2=3 ;
which is precisely the local approximation of the extra fold
line (52) when t is small. The excellent agreement between
these theoretical predictions and the numerical computation
is illustrated in Fig. 15, which compares a Pearcey function
with the local behavior of the Unterberger distribution in
the vicinity of its cusp point.
The approach of Appendix B for the Unterberger distri-
bution can be reproduced, step by step, in the more general
case of arbitrary k: Expanding the phase
FIG. 15. Unterberger distribution of the two chirp signal: detail of the cusp. (a) Enlargement of the central part of Fig. 13 (in this case, the
magnitude of the distribution is plotted using a linear dynamic scale). (b) Magnitude of the Pearcey function, renormalized so as to correspond to the
theoretical prediction of (58). In both cases, the caustic (60) has been superimposed (solid line). One clearly observes an excellent agreement between
the two diagrams, up to the modulation induced in (a) by the additional quadratic phase appearing in (58).
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Ψ
(k)
12 (u; t; f) = −

[(k(u)f − f0)2
+(k(−u)f − f0)2 − 2tfk(u)];
in the vicinity of u = 0 (solution of the cusp location) up
to fourth order yields
Ψ
(k)
12 (u; t; f)  −2

(f − f0)2 + 4tf _k(0)u
− 2f

(¨k(0) + _
2
k(0))(f − f(k)c )u2 + ff0
2
Au4;
with
A 
_2k(0)d4k(0)=du4 − 3¨2k(0) − 4 _k(0)¨k(0)d3k(0)=du3
3(¨k(0) + _
2
k(0))
a constant. The change of variables
ff0
2
jAju4 = 1
4
y4 , u =
(

2ff0jAj
)1=4
y;
leads to
Ψ
(k)
12 (u(y); t; f)  −2

(f − f0)2
+2t _k(0)
(
83f3
f0jAj
)1=4
y − 4(¨k(0) + _2k(0))
 (f − f(k)c )
(
f
2f0jAj
)1=2
y2
2
+ sign(A)
y4
4
:
Therefore, in the vicinity of its cusp points, the local
behavior of any distribution Ω(k)X can be approximated in
terms of a Pearcey function by
Ω
(k)
X (t; f)  1_k(0)
(k)(f)
2f
Re
{
ei(2=)(f−f0)
2
 Pe
(
[(k)(f)]2
2(k)f
(f − f(k)c ); (k)(f)t
)}
; (61)
with
(k)(f)  2 _k(0)
(
83f3
f0jAj
)1=4
(62)
and
1
(k)
 1
2
(
1 +
¨k(0)
_2k(0)
)
:
The Unterberger specic case is such that A = − 1
16
; thus
reducing (62) to (59) and (61) to (58).
4.5. Higher-order Singularities and Symmetries
The previous classication of singularities in terms of sta-
tionary phase regions, fold lines and cusp points almost ex-
haust the typical behaviors which can be observed in ane
distributions. However, it must be noted that degenerate sit-
uations can occur at points associated with higher-order sin-
gularities.
In the case of the WignerVille distribution, it is known
[16, 24] that degeneracies are related to the existence of
FIG. 16. Symmetry. Higher-order singularities can be observed in ane distributions when the signal structure presents symmetries in the sense
of the geometry. The diagrams present an example of such a situation in the case k = −1: (a) Signal model and locus of interference. (b) Numerical
computation of the corresponding Unterberger distribution. Both diagrams demonstrate the existence of one point of accumulation which is center
of an innite number of power-law chords, thus leading to a large amplitude at this point.
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FIG. 17. Interference diagrams for a sinusoidal frequency modulation. In the case of any nonlinear frequency modulation, the pointwise application
of the construction rules of Fig. 5 can be used as a way of predicting the structure of the corresponding ane distribution. This is illustrated here with
the example of a sinusoidal frequency modulation (whose model is given at the top of the diagram) with various values of k:
a (skew-)symmetry in the timefrequency structure of the
analyzed signal, because this results in a singular point (the
center of symmetry) which is the midpoint of an innite
number of chords. In the case of ane distributions, a sim-
ilar situation is likely to be observed, provided that the con-
cept of symmetry is suitably modied. This amounts to
considering timefrequency structures for which a given
timefrequency point can be viewed as the midpoint, in
the sense of the rule (36), of an innite number of power-
law chords (k)(f):
The construction of examples of this type can be easily
achieved when the rule (k) also denes a Kolmogorov
Nagumo generalized mean (37). In this case, given a point
! considered as a center and assuming that there exist
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FIG. 18. Bertrand distribution for a sinusoidal frequency modulation. The eectiveness of the predictions of Fig. 16 can be checked by a
comparison with the result of a numerical computation, as illustrated here in the case of the Bertrand distribution (k = 0): (a) Prediction. (b) Numerical
computation.
two points !1 and !2 such that ! = (k)(!1; !2); we readily
obtain
!1 = g
−1[2g(!) − g(!2)];
where g stands for the nonlinear function attached to
the generalized mean. This denes a point transformation
which is involutive and which can be considered as a gen-
eralized central symmetry.8 If k = 2 (WignerVille), we end
up with the usual central symmetry
!1 = 2!− !2;
whereas, if k = −1 (Unterberger), the resulting operation
takes the form of an inversion:
!1 =
!2
!2
:
More precisely, the symmetry rule (11), which applies to
the WignerVille distribution, can be generalized in the fol-
lowing way: given a timefrequency point (t; f); the sym-
metric image of any point (t1; f1) is given by the point
(t2; f2) such that
t2 = t+ (t1 − t)f
k−1
2 − fk−1
fk−11 − fk−1 ;
with
f2 = g
−1[2g(f) − g(f1)]:
Symmetric timefrequency structures can therefore be
constructed by applying the above rule to timefrequency
curves, thus making of the chosen center of symmetry a
8 This interpretation is closely related to the fact that symmetry can be
used as a constructive argument for dening timefrequency distributions.
In particular, it is shown in [34] that the WignerVille distribution can be
expressed as the expectation value of a parity operator whereas, in [20],
the authors use a frequency inversion operator for dening a distribution
which turns out to coincide with the Unterberger distribution.
point of accumulation for an innite number of power-law
chords. An example of such a degenerate situation is given
in Fig. 16. (Of course, localized distributions are another
example of degeneracy, since their matched group delay
is the locus of all of its centers of symmetry.)
5. CONCLUSION
From the point of view of their geometry, ane distri-
butions have been shown to obey construction rules that
generalize most of the results known in the case of the
WignerVille distribution. These rules (which however are
analytically much more intricate) have been identied by
the use of both approximations and specic models, but it
is clear that their applicability remains qualitatively valid
in more general situations. For example, Fig. 17 provides
predicted interference diagrams, as derived from the rules
established in this paper, in the case of a chirping signal
with a sinusoidal frequency modulation. As an illustration
of the accuracy of the prediction, Fig. 18 compares the-
ory with the numerical computation of the corresponding
distribution (in this case, the unitary Bertrand distribution).
One clearly observes a good agreement between both dia-
grams, thus making the geometrical approach an ingredient
which is believed to be of key importance for a better un-
derstanding of the ne structure of an ane distribution of
an analyzed signal.
A. MIDPOINTS AND GENERALIZED MEANS
Given the denition (37), a result due to de Finetti [12]
states that a two-dimensional function M(!1; !2) is a (Kol-
mogorovNagumo) generalized mean if and only if
@M(!1; !2)=@!1
@M(!1; !2)=@!2
=
’(!1)
’(!2)
; (63)
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where
’(!) =
dg(!)
d!
: (64)
For the specic rule given in (36), we can verify that
@(k)(!1; !2=@!1
@(k); (!1; !2)=@!2
=
h(!1; !2)
h(!2; !1)
;
where
h(!1; !2) = (k− 1)!k1 − k!k−11 !2 + !k2 :
Assuming that !1 = !2( > 0); we get
@(k)(!2; !2)=@!1
@(k)(!2; !2)=@!2
=  ();
with
 () =
(k− 1)k − kk−1 + 1
(k− 1) − k+ k : (65)
This implies that the ratio involved in (63) must satisfy
’(!2) =  ()’(!2); (66)
and therefore
’(!2) =  ()’(!2)
=  () ()’(!2)
’(!2) =  ()’(!2):
It follows that  must verify the equation
 () =  () ();
the (continuous) solution of which is of the form [2]
 () = c; c 2 R: (67)
Replacing this result in (65), the problem reduces to nd-
ing the k’s which are solution of the equation
(k− 1)k − kk−1 − (k− 1)c + kc+1 − k+c + 1 = 0: (68)
This equation must hold for any value of ; imposing the
joint choice of k and c to balance the constant 1. The trivial
solutions k = 0 and k = 1 do not match since both give rise
to ’(!) = 0 and, from (64), to the solution g(!) = constant:
This latter is not consistent with the required monotony
of g; imposed to ensure its reversibility. Finally, the only
possible values for c are c = 0; c = −1 and c = −k: Let us
consider each of these cases:
 c = 0:
This value leads to the equation
(k− 2)k − kk−1 + k = 0;
and thus, to the solution k = 2:
 c = −1:
In this case, we have
(k− 1)
(
k − 1

)
− (k+ 1)k−1 = 0;
with the solution k = −1:
 c = −k:
Here, the condition reads
k1−k − (1 − k)k = k−(1−k) − (1 − k)−k;
which imposes the equality k = 1−k; and thus the solution
k = 1
2
(associated with c = − 1
2
):
The knowledge of the values of k for which (36) denes
a KolmogorovNagumo mean allows us to identify the ex-
act type of these generalized means, i.e., the function g(!):
From (66) and (67), one can write
’(!) = c’(!):
Dierentiating this equation with respect to  leads to
d’
’
= c
d!
!
) ’(!) = a!c
whose solution, using the result of (64), is given by
gc(!) = A!
c+1 + B; c = −1
g−1(!) = A log!;
where A and B are real constants.
We end up therefore with the following Kolmogorov
Nagumo generalized means:
 c = 0; k = 2 (arithmetic mean)
g0(!) = ! ) (2)(!1; !2) = !1 + !2
2
:
 c = −1; k = −1 (geometric mean)
g−1(!) = log! ) (−1)(!1; !2) = e(1=2)(log!1+log!2) = p!1!2:
 c = − 1
2
; k = 1
2
(square root mean)
g−1=2(!) =
p
! ) (1=2)(!1; !2) =
(p
!1 +
p
!2
2
)2
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B. SINGULARITIES OF THE UNTERBERGER
DISTRIBUTION IN THE CASE
OF A TWO CHIRP SIGNAL
B.1. Signal Model
The group delay of the two chirp signal model is dened
by (39), thus corresponding to the phase response
X(f) = −2
∫ f
−1
tX()d
=
{
1(f) = −  (f − f0)2; tX(f) à 0
2(f) = +


(f − f0)2; tX(f) Æ 0 :
B.2. Singularities Attached to Auto-Terms
Auto-Term Phase. Given the model (39), two phase terms
are associated with the auto terms, i.e., interference terms
between points belonging to the same group delay. Symme-
try arguments allow one to study only one of these phase
terms, and we will therefore consider only
Ψ
(k)
11 (u; t; f)  1(k(u)f) − 1(k(−u)f) + 2ftk(u)
= −

[(k(u)f − f0)2 − (k(−u)f − f0)2 − 2tfk(u)]:
Critical Manifold. The critical manifold C1; which is
characterized by the condition @Ψ(k)11 (u; t; f)=@u = 0; is de-
ned by
f( _k(u)k(u) + _k(−u)k(−u))
− (f0 + t)( _k(u) + _k(−u)) = 0:
In the special case of the Unterberger distribution, for
which k = −1; k is such that
−1(u) = eu=2 ) _−1(u) = 1
2
eu=2;
so that the points that lie beneath C1 are those for which
f cosh u = (f0 + t) cosh
u
2
: (69)
Fold Lines and Local Approximation. Fold lines are de-
ned by the points (t; f) which verify (69), with a further
vanishing of the second derivative of the phase Ψ(k)11 : This
second condition leads to
f sinh u =
1
2
(f0 + t) sinh
u
2
(70)
which, together with (69), imposes
tanh u =
1
2
tanh
u
2
:
The only solution of this equation is u = 0 and, making
use again of (69), it corresponds to
t =
f − f0

= t1(f);
which indicates that the group delay is a fold line of the
distribution in the timefrequency plane. In the vicinity of
this fold line, a transitional approximation can be derived
by expanding the phase Ψ(−1)11 up to third order with respect
to u: Starting from
Ψ
(−1)
11 (u; t; f) = −2f

[
f sinh u− 2(f0 + t) sinh u
2
]
and using the approximation
sinh u  u+ u
3
6
;
we get
Ψ
(−1)
11 (u; t; f)  −2f

(f − (f0 + t))u
− 1
3
2f
2
(
f − 1
4
(f0 + t)
)
u3:
This can be put in the form
Ψ
(−1)
11 (u; t; f)  yv+ 1
3
v3;
by introducing the change of variables
v  −
(
f

(
f − 1
4
(f0 + t)
))1=3
u
and
y  2f

(f − (f0 + t))
(
f

(
f − 1
4
(f0 + t)
))−1=3
:
Because we are interested in the local behavior of the
Unterberger distribution Ua = Ω(−1) in the vicinity of the
fold line f = f0 + t; we can further consider that
f − 1
4
(f0 + t)  3
4
f
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and, hence, that
y 
(
322
3=f
)1=3
(t1(f) − t):
Using this result and the denition (19) of the Airy func-
tion, this corresponds nally to the approximation
Ua1(t; f)  1
2f
1
(−1)(f)
Ai
(
1
(−1)(f)
(t1(f) − t)
)
;
with
(−1)(f) =
(
3=f
322
)1=3
: (71)
B.3. Singularities Attached to Cross-Terms
Cross-Term Phase. The phase of (47) which is associated
with the cross term reads9
Ψ
(k)
12 (u; t; f)  1(k(u)f) − 2(k(−u)f) + 2ftk(u)
= −

[(k(u)f − f0)2 + (k(−u)f − f0)2 − 2tfk(u)]:
Critical Manifold. The corresponding critical manifold
C12; characterized by the condition @Ψ(k)12 (u; t; f)=@u = 0; is
therefore dened by
f( _k(u)k(u) − _k(−u)k(−u)) − f0( _k(u)
− _k(−u)) − t( _k(u) + _k(−u)) = 0:
The special case of this general equation, associated with
the value k = −1 of the Unterberger distribution, reads
f sinh u = f0 sinh
u
2
+ t cosh
u
2
(72)
or, equivalently, when u = 0;
f =
1
2
[
f0
cosh u
2
+
t
sinh u
2
]
:
“Ghost” Fold Lines. Second-order singularities of the
phase Ψ(k)12 are characterized by the relation @2Ψ
(k)
12 (u; t; f)=
@u2 = 0; leading to
f cosh u =
1
2
(
f0 cosh
u
2
+ t sinh
u
2
)
(73)
9 In fact, one also has to consider the phase Ψ
(k)
21 (u;f; t) 
2(k(u)f) − 1(k(−u)f) + 2ftk(u): This leads to similar
results, whose derivation is not reproduced here.
when k = −1: Imposing simultaneously (72) and (73), we
get, after identication of both values of f and the change
of variable γ = tanh u=2;
1 + γ2
1 − γ2
(
f0
√
1 − γ2 + t
√
1 − γ2
γ
)
= f0
1√
1 − γ2 + t
γ√
1 − γ2 ;
which reduces to
(1 + γ2)
(
f0 +
t
γ
)
= f0 + t:
The solution is
γ = −
(
t
f0
)1=3
and, substituting this result in (72), we nally get
f =
1
2
√
1 − γ2
(
f0 +
t
γ
)
=
1
2
f0
√√√√1 −(t
f0
)2=31 −(t
f0
)2=3
=
1
2
f0
1 −(t
f0
)2=33=2
=
1
2
(f
2=3
0 − (t)2=3)3=2:
Cusp Points and Local Approximation. The cusp point
can be identied as the apex of the cuspoïd (52). As be-
fore, instead of using a uniform approximation in the vicin-
ity of this point, we can restrict ourselves to a transitional
approximation, which amounts to approximating the phase
Ψ
(−1)
12 (u; t; f) by a suitable fourth-order polynomial in order
to reduce (57) to a canonical integral [33]. A natural way
to do so is to expand the phase term (with respect to u) in
the vicinity of u = 0; which is the solution associated to the
cusp point. Starting from
Ψ
(−1)
12 (u; t; f) = −

[(eu=2f − f0)2
+(e−u=2f − f0)2 − 2tf(eu=2 − e−u=2) = −2


[
f2 cosh u+ f20 − 2ff0 cosh u
2
− 2tf sinh u
2
]
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and expanding this expression so as to take into account all
the necessary terms up the fourth order, we get the follow-
ing approximation
Ψ
(−1)
12 (u; t; f)
 −2

[
f2
(
1 +
u2
2
+
u4
24
)
+ f20 − 2ff0

(
1 +
1
2
u2
4
+
1
16
u4
24
)
− 2tf
(
u
2
+
1
6
u3
8
)]
= −2

[
(f − f0)2 − tfu+ u
2
2
f
(
f − f0
2
)
− u
3
24
tf +
u4
24
f
(
f − f0
8
)]
= −2

(f − f0)2 + 2tf
1 + u224︸︷︷︸
1
 u− f

(
f − f0
2
)1 + u212︸︷︷︸
2
 u2 − 32ff0u4:
Since we are merely interested in a local approximation in
the vicinity of the cusp point (t(−1)c = 0; f(−1)c = f0=2);we can
reasonably neglect the higher-order terms 1 and 2: Within
this approximation, and setting the change of variables

32
ff0u
4 =
y4
4
, u =
(
8
ff0
)1=4
y;
the polynomial phase approximation becomes
Ψ
(−1)
12 (u(y); t; f)  −2

(f − f0)2 + 2t
(
83f3
f0
)1=4
 y − 4
(
f − f0
2
)(
2f
f0
)1=2
y2
2
− y
4
4
;
with a similar result for the companion phase Ψ(−1)21 :
Summing the two contributions due to Ψ(−1)12 and Ψ(−1)21 ; and
using the fact that Pe(;−) = Pe(; ); the Unterberger
distribution can nally be approximated, in the neighbor-
hood of the cusp point (t(−1)c = 0; f(−1)c = f0=2); by
UaX(t; f)  
(−1)(f)
f
Re
{
ei(2=)(f−f0)
2
 Pe
(
[(−1)(f)]2
2f
(
f − f0
2
)
; (−1)(f)t
)}
;
with
(−1)(f)  2
(
83f3
f0
)1=4
:
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Note added in proof. After completion of the manuscript, we discovered
that the midpoint function (3336) exactly coincides with a specic form
of (weighted) generalized mean proposed in [36]without any connection
to the present contextas a way to generalize the usual logarithmic mean.
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